SLO 1: British and American literary history
Students will develop a broad knowledge of British and American literary history.

Related Measures

M 2: Jury-read Senior Portfolio
Jury-read Senior Portfolio of student-selected writing. (Juried reviews will be governed by a rubric devised by the departmental Undergraduate Advisory Committee.)
Source of Evidence: Portfolio, showing skill development or best work
Target: 80% of senior portfolios will demonstrate satisfactory knowledge of British and American literary history according to rubric.

M 3: Exit questionnaire
Self-report (exit questionnaire)
Source of Evidence: Exit interviews with grads/program completers
Target: 80% of graduates will report that they have developed a broad knowledge of British & American literary history.

SLO 2: Research
Students will develop effective skills in research.

Related Measures

M 1: Jury-read major paper
Jury-read major paper written for English 3394 (Seminar in English) Juried reviews will be governed by a rubric devised by the departmental Undergraduate Advisory Committee.
Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other
Target: 80% of essays written for English 3394 will demonstrate effective skills in research according to rubric.

M 2: Jury-read Senior Portfolio
Jury-read Senior Portfolio of student-selected writing. (Juried reviews will be governed by a rubric devised by the departmental Undergraduate Advisory Committee.)
Source of Evidence: Portfolio, showing skill development or best work
Target: Senior portfolios will demonstrate effective skills in research and literary analysis according to rubric.

M 3: Exit questionnaire
Self-report (exit questionnaire)
Source of Evidence: Exit interviews with grads/program completers
Target: 80% of graduates will respond that they have developed effective skills in research and literary analysis.

SLO 3: Advanced writing skills
Students will develop advanced writing skills.

Related Measures

M 1: Jury-read major paper
Jury-read major paper written for English 3394 (Seminar in English) Juried reviews will be governed by a rubric devised by the departmental Undergraduate Advisory Committee.
Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other
Target: 80% of essays written for English 3394 will demonstrate advanced writing skills according to rubric.

M 2: Jury-read Senior Portfolio
Jury-read Senior Portfolio of student-selected writing. (Juried reviews will be governed by a rubric devised by the departmental Undergraduate Advisory Committee.)
Source of Evidence: Portfolio, showing skill development or best work
Target: 80% of senior portfolios will demonstrate advanced writing skills according to rubric.

M 3: Exit questionnaire
Self-report (exit questionnaire)
Source of Evidence: Exit interviews with grads/program completers
Target:
80% of graduates will respond that they have developed advanced writing skills.

**SLO 4: Literary Analysis**
Students will develop effective skills in literary analysis.

**Related Measures**

**M 1: Jury-read major paper**
Jury-read major paper written for English 3394 (Seminar in English) Juried reviews will be governed by a rubric devised by the departmental Undergraduate Advisory Committee.

Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other

**Target:**
80% of essays written for English 3394 will demonstrate effective literary analysis.